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Protein complexes are known to play a major role in controlling cellular activity in a living being. Identifying complexes
from raw protein–protein interactions (PPIs) is an important area of research. Earlier work has been limited mostly to yeast
and a few other model organisms. Such protein complex identiﬁcation methods, when applied to large human PPIs often
give poor performance. We introduce a novel method called ComFiR to detect such protein complexes and further rank
diseased complexes based on a query disease. We have shown that it has better performance in identifying protein
complexes from human PPI data. This method is evaluated in terms of positive predictive value, sensitivity and accuracy.
We have introduced a ranking approach and showed its application on Alzheimer’s disease.
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1. Introduction
Proteins are at the core of life on earth. They are known to be
the workhorse for every activity occurring in the living cell.
A protein is known to coordinate with other proteins to carry
out important functions. This coordination creates interactions known as protein–protein interactions (PPIs). A group
of interactions leads to speciﬁc biological functions at both
cellular and system levels, giving rise to stoichiometrically
stable compounds known as protein complexes (Bader and
Hogue 2003). These complexes assist in cell functions such
as cell growth (Szymanski 2005), physiology (Yi and Deng
2005) and metabolism (Winkel 2004). For example, VGII1TEAD4 complex enhances expression of IGFBP5 gene,
which is responsible for promoting cell proliferation in
humans (Pobbati et al. 2012). Thus, in order to understand
the dynamics of living beings, it is essential to study such
compounds. Protein complexes are reciprocal functional
units in a protein–protein interaction network (PPIN)
(Kashyap et al. 2016). This reciprocality produces robustness of proteins against mutation (Erten et al. 2009). In
terms of topology, reciprocality (modularity) results in
groups of proteins which are densely connected among
themselves.

A number of techniques are available for mining protein
complexes as dense subgraphs from a PPIN. Some methods
such as MCODE (Bader and Hogue 2003), DPClus (Li
et al. 2008a) and LCMA (Jung et al. 2010) solely use
statistical properties of the PPIN to identify complexes.
MCODE uses a three-step procedure for ﬁnding complexes, although the major step involves a vertex weighing
technique. A slightly modiﬁed version of MCODE, known
as DPClus, uses a different vertex weighing strategy to
identify complexes. Another method, known as MCL (Van
Dongen 2001), uses the concept of random walk to identify
protein complexes. It was realized that proteins exhibit
added functionality when forming complexes and these
methods identiﬁed exclusive complex pairs. Subsequently,
the non-exclusive complexes (overlapping of one partner in
a given pair of complexes) were studied. Several methods
which can satisfy this non-exclusiveness criterion for
clustering on PPI data are known at this time, including
hierarchical agglomerative clustering with overlaps
(HACO) (Wang et al. 2009), OCG (Becker et al. 2012) and
ClusterONE (Nepusz et al. 2012). HACO is an extended
version of canonical hierarchical agglomerative clustering
(Kaufman and Rousseeuw 2009) which can effectively ﬁnd
overlapping protein complexes. ClusterONE is the most
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competent method at present. It works more or less like the
MCODE using a seed expansion procedure except that the
expansion is governed by a cohesiveness measure, which
indicates the compactness within the cluster as compared to
the rest of the network. A few other methods such as CORE
(Leung et al. 2009), COACH (Wu et al. 2009) and MCLCAw (Srihari et al. 2010) make use of additional biological
information during complex ﬁnding, while there are
methods like RNSC (King et al. 2004), DECAFF (Li et al.
2007) and PCP (Chua et al. 2008) which use functional
information during the complex identiﬁcation process. An
empirical study was carried out to analyse the performance
of some state-of-art methods over the yeast dataset (Sharma
et al. 2015). All these methods rooted to a particular
ground, i.e. their effectiveness, was evaluated on the yeast
dataset, but as human PPI information is increasingly
becoming available, efforts have moved towards highlighting their performance on the human PPI dataset. The
most signiﬁcant difference between the results on human
and yeast is that none of the methods can produce results
better than that of yeast (Wu et al. 2013). A good complex
ﬁnding method enables identiﬁcation of overlapped protein
complexes with high functional coherence. However, from
the literature, we see that the best precision attained on
HPRD dataset (Prasad et al. 2009) by ClusterONE is lower
than 25% (established experimentally using ClusterONE
plugin). Protein complexes are involved in a variety of
activities occurring in the living cell. Slight changes in the
nucleotide base sequence of amino acids (which combine to
form proteins) affect the protein formation process. Mutation in gene coding proteins known to form protein complexes tend to disrupt the whole functional nature of the
compound (Rao et al. 2013). Many of such mutations give
rise to the formation of such complexes which may be
linked to one or more diseases. Hence, identifying such
complexes is an important extension to protein complex
ﬁnding. Many researchers have worked in this direction to
rank (prioritize) disease-associated protein complexes. In
the study by Vanunu et al. (2010), the prioritization process
is based on the formation of protein complexes (the
member proteins are individually ranked ﬁrst depending on
their associative score in causing a particular disease).
These complexes are evaluated in terms of functional,
expression and conservation coherency (Vanunu et al.
2010). Another method called MAXCOM (Chen et al.
2014) uses the concept of maximum information ﬂow to
prioritize the candidate protein complexes with respect to a
given query disease using the information from a heterogeneous network made up of disease-phenotypic similarities, disease–protein links and PPIs. A much more recent
method called NBH (Le 2015) prioritizes diseased candidate protein complexes from a protein complex network
using a similarity measure. This protein complex network
is built using the concept of functional similarity, where

two complexes are connected if they either share protein
elements or GO terms or are connected by protein interactions. Thus, an appropriate ranking scheme, which is
unbiased and easy to use, can help biologists to understand
the relevance of a complex for a given disease query. It also
helps identify the relationship of disease genes belonging to
a given complex with other participating genes in the same
complex.
Among all forms of mental illnesses, Alzheimer’s disease is
devastatingly common. It is the sixth leading cause of death,
especially among the elderly. Although there has been signiﬁcant development in drug design to protect people from
this deadly disease, effective treatment of this form of
dementia does not exist. Therefore, to support biologists, PPI
data analysis with respect to a given disease such as Alzheimer’s is considered a critical research problem for bioinformaticians. This is our motivation to work on the problem from
PPI complex ﬁnding and ranking points of view.
Protein complex detection helps decipher new/uncharacterized proteins from the functions of other proteins in the
complex to which this new protein belongs. In order to
effectively interpret the function of such proteins, the protein
complexes need to be of high functional relevance. Most
existing protein complex prioritization methods are highly
sensitive to the protein complexes used prior to the ranking
process and a stable complex ﬁnding method which could
predict biologically signiﬁcant complexes is still a distant
reality (Sharma et al. 2015). Thus, the need is to ﬁnd an
effective protein complex detection method which could
predict the complexes with high precision. Once highly
relevant complexes are found, their association with various
diseases can be precisely understood and prioritization
would then be more meaningful to the biologists. They can
use the information about the complex to design target
drugs.
In this article, we focus on ﬁnding protein complexes by
incorporating some knowledge from already established
protein complexes during the initial phase for seed selection.
Thereafter, the expansion of seed pair is totally unsupervised
using topological and biological features, which leads to the
formation of clusters (protein complexes). We ensure that the
proposed method detects protein complexes with high biological signiﬁcance. For a fair comparison, we report the
performance of ComFiR and a few other existing methods
on the human PPI dataset. We also present a way of ranking
these complexes with respect to a given query disease and
attempt to support our approach using evidence from valid
sources. The following section describes our protein complex ﬁnding method followed by our ranking method in
detail. The complexity analyses of both these methods are
reported in section 3 of supplementary material. The next
section then discusses experimental results and ﬁnally in the
last section, we give the concluding remarks and future
direction of research.

Protein complex ﬁnding and ranking

2. Method
The objective of our method is to initially identify protein
complexes in close proximity to benchmark complexes for
the human PPI dataset, and ﬁnally to rank these complexes
based on their relevance with respect to a given query disease. To achieve the initial objective, we use some amount of
prior knowledge in the beginning of our method during the
starting of the process. Once the seed pair is decided, we opt
the unsupervised approach for the cluster expansion. The
following graph theoretic concepts and deﬁnitions are useful
in describing our method. For a PPI network deﬁned by
G = (V, E), where V represents the set of vertices (proteins)
and E represents the edges between them, we deﬁne the
following terms:
Deﬁnition 1 The seed pair to form a complex is a pair of
non-selected nodes or proteins (vi, vj) which co-occur in
benchmark complexes with signiﬁcantly high frequency.
Deﬁnition 2 Protein benchmark complex matrix is a binary matrix referred to as PcM, where entries are computed as
follows:
8
< 1; if ith protein is present in the jth
PcMi;j ¼
benchmark complex
:
0; otherwise
Deﬁnition 3 The density of a subgraph G0 of G, i.e.
den(G0 ), is the ratio of the total number of actual links in
G0 , i.e. |ed| to the number of maximum possible links, i.e.
|Ed| Mathematically,
denðG0 Þ ¼

jed j
jEd j

Figure 1. Framework of ComFiR.
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Deﬁnition 4 The connectivity of a node vi of a
subgraph or a partialCluster is deﬁned as the ratio of li,
the number of links vi possesses with the partialCluster
and ti, the total number of links, the node vi has with the
whole network, V. Mathematically,
connðvi ; partialCluster Þ ¼

li
ti

Deﬁnition 5 A pair of proteins or nodes (vi, vj) is
declared an outlier if there is no protein vk such that
conn(vk, (vi, vj)) C some connectivity threshold set by the
user (default value taken to be 0.4).
Deﬁnition 6 A subgraph G0 of G is deﬁned as a protein
complex if each vi[ G0 satisﬁes the connectivity threshold (as
in Deﬁnition 4) and semantic similarity among proteins in
G0 C SsT, SsT is the semantic similarity threshold set by the
user.
Deﬁnition 7 Two protein complexes C1 and C2 are said to
overlap if and only if C1 \ C2 = NULL or A vi [ C1 such
that vi [ C2 also.
The following sections describe our method ComFiR
using above deﬁnitions.

2.1

Protein complex ﬁnding

We initiate the complex ﬁnding process with a pair of proteins which occurs the highest number of times among all
the complexes as seed. This is the only phase where we have
used the information from existing complexes. The framework of ComFiR is shown in ﬁgure 1.
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Table 1. Symbols used
Symbols
PPIN
MMS(vi, vj)
conn(vi,
partialCluster)
NSS
SsT
Cluster
ActualCluster
Dg
DGC
SCj

Figure 2. Performance indices obtained at varying thresholds.

To support seed selection, we use the PcM matrix as
deﬁned in Deﬁnition 2. To illustrate the seed selection process, a working example is given here.
Example 1 Suppose, proteins a and b occur in complexes
C1, C2 and C3. Also, assume that protein c occurs only in
complex C2. In this case, the matching scores of the combination of seeds is as follows.
msa;b ¼ 3; msa;c ¼ 1 and msb;c ¼ 1:
Since the matching score of (a, b) is the highest, we start the
complex ﬁnding procedure with the pair (a, b) as the seed
nodes.
With the selected pair of seed proteins, the cluster expansion
process is started one at a time. This expansion of cluster from
the seed pair is guided only by the topological and biological
characteristics of the PPI network. The expansion process
iterates over nodes satisfying the connectivity criterion of being
more than 40% linked. The connectivity threshold is set to
40–50% based on experimental evidence that establishes it as
the optimal value. This can be seen in ﬁgure 2. We carry out the
cluster expansion process for varying thresholds from 0.2 to 0.6.
In the ﬁgure, we can see that the performance indices show
stability at the threshold value of 0.4. Hence, we ﬁx this as a
static parameter and proceed with the addition of further
information into the cluster expansion process. In order to get
biologically enriched clusters, we further constrain cluster
expansion by checking if the new node has a semantic similarity
score greater than that of the threshold, SsT set by the user. This
value is the maximum value of all semantic scores the upcoming
node shares with elements in the partialCluster one at a time. If
such a node exists, it is inserted into the partialCluster and a
new node with more than 40% connectivity is again sought to
continue the process. However, if no node exists to further

Interpretation
A graph corresponding to a PPI Network with
V vertices and E edges
Maximum Matching Score between a pair of
proteins vi and vj
Connectivity between vi and partialCluster
Semantic similarity score matrix
Semantic similarity score threshold
Set of clusters
Set of clusters after eliminating redundant
clusters
Set of disease genes
Disease gene association network (weighted)
Relevance score of complex Cj

expand the partialCluster by more than two elements, these
elements are returned as outlier proteins.
Once the expansion criterion is violated, we start with
another set of seed nodes and repeat the process. This is
done for each potential seed node and in the process we get a
number of clusters Cluster, referred to as protein complexes.
Our method is given in Algorithm 1 and the symbols used
are described in table 1.

2.2

Parameter tuning

Choosing a set of parameters needs careful performance
analysis. From ﬁgure 2, we see that the performance at 0.2
threshold is better than that at 0.4. This is because if we take
just 20% connectivity among nodes, then obviously compact
clusters would be generated. But in order to nullify this, we
have opted for 40% connectivity threshold. Similarly, if we
keep the semantic similarity threshold high, then the cluster
generated would be more functionally similar. This is why
the sensitivity, positive predictive value and accuracy is
higher as we increase the threshold in the x-axis (ﬁgure 3).
In order to get good quality clusters without compromising
with the effect of semantic similarity threshold, we have
chosen to report the results at threshold of 0.4.

2.3

Removal of redundant clusters

There may be cases when the same cluster set is generated
with different starting seed nodes, in which case, it would
unnecessarily add to the precision value. We take special
care to eliminate redundant clusters and irrelevant clusters
with size less than 3. Redundancy can be of two types, either
the whole set of cluster is matched with another cluster set
generated from different pair of seed nodes or there is very
high percentage of overlap between two cluster sets. In the

Protein complex ﬁnding and ranking
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The value of this Ovth is chosen to be 0.8 as suggested in
Nepusz et al. (2012). This threshold value suggests 80%
overlap between members of two clusters. For clusters,
where Ovth C 0.8, we discard the smaller clusters and take
only the larger ones into the ActualCluster set. In this way,
we get a set of unique clusters from the process.
We present the following proposition to establish that
ComFiR is able to detect overlapping complexes.
Proposition
complexes.

Figure 3. Performance indices of ComFiR obtained at varying
thresholds of SsT.

ﬁrst case, if we encounter any cluster with all similar elements, we simply discard such occurrences. We maintain a
track of unique clusters in ActualCluster. In order to handle
the second scenario, where there may be very high overlap
between two clusters, we choose an overlapping threshold
given by the formula
Ovth ¼

jCi \ Cj j2
 
jCi jCj 

1

ComFiR

detects

protein

Explanation ComFiR initiates expansion of a complex
with a pair of seed nodes (vi, vj) which has the highest frequency of co-occurrence among all benchmark complexes.
The process starts with these nodes and expands depending
on the connectivity between elements in partialCluster and
the rest of the nodes. A node vk gets added to the partialCluster only if conn(vk, partialCluster) C 40 %, else the
expansion process is terminated and a new pair of seed
nodes is chosen to begin complex formation. The selected
node is further reﬁned using a constraint on its functional
similarity, which is given by the user. For a node to be
included into the partialCluster, it must satisfy both conditions. Assume that a node vk is a member of a complex
formed with an initial seed pair (vi,vj). Again, for another
complex initiated with a seed pair (vl,vm), the node vk satisﬁes both criteria for cluster expansion. In that case, vk is a
member of both complexes and hence ComFiR can detect
overlapping complexes.

Algorithm 1: ComFiR Algorithm steps for complex formation
Input :G={V, E} (PPIN); PcM (Benchmark complex matrix); SsT (Semantic similarity
threshold); NSS(Semantic similarity score matrix)
Output: Cluster = {C1, C2,… CN}, (a set of N complexes)
Initialize clusterExpNode = V, Cluster = NULL, count = 1, counts=1, counta=1, i=1;
// Candidate seed selection
foreach vi∈V
choose vj from {V− vi} such that ∀ vk∈{V−vi}, MMS(vi, vk) < MMS(vi,vj);
CdS(counts)= (vi, vj);
MaxA(counts)=MMS(vi, vj);
counts++;
end
// Seed selection procedure
while|MaxA(i)| > 0 do
choose sdi from CdS such that∀ j ∈{MaxA− i}, MaxA(i) >MaxA(j);
partialCluster = sdi;
clusterExpNode=clusterExpNode − sdi;
// Cluster Expansion process

overlapping
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choose vm ∈ clusterExpNode such that ∀ vn ∈ clusterExpNode,
conn(vm, partialCluster) ≥ conn(vn, partialCluster);
while{vm exists and conn(vm, partialCluster) ≥ 0.4} do
choose vm iff ∃ vx∈ partialCluster such that NSS(vm,vx) ≥ SsT
partialCluster = partialCluster ∪ vm ;
clusterExpNode=clusterExpNode − vm;
choose next vm;
end
Mark partialCluster as Ccount only when |partialCluster| ≥ 3;
Cluster = Cluster ∪ Ccount;
count++;
MaxA={MaxA− MaxA(i)};
i++;
end
Return Cluster ;

2.4

PPI complex ranking

ComFiR ranks the complexes by exploiting the information
available in standard biological databases such as GeneCard
(Rebhan et al. 1997). For the purpose of ranking, since
protein names are similar to gene names (Povey et al. 2001),
we use the gene names directly from the database. Our
ranking is based on the assumption that if a protein complex
includes more number of disease genes, then it is likely to
have more relevance as a causative entity for that disease.
Traditionally, ranking is carried out on diseased complexes
based on (i) the coherency of causative genes and (ii)
inclusion of the most signiﬁcant causative gene. However,
both the techniques are ruled out as the ﬁrst one needs the
presence of at least three diseased genes in a complex, which
may not be always true. The second one also has been ruled
out owing to the fact that diseases may be caused by one or
more number of genes. Hence, our approach is to rank these
complexes according to the number of disease genes. If there
occurs a tie between two complexes having the same number
of disease genes, higher rank is given to the one having the
best p-value. This is supported by the fact that since p-value
gives the functional enrichment of a group, and therefore
better the p-value of the complex, more will be its coherence.
It takes the set of complexes or clusters obtained as input
along with a query disease. We identify the genes responsible for causing the disease which is available in a database
(Rappaport et al. 2013) consisting of human afﬂictions along
with their causative agents. Using this information, we

construct a heterogeneous network consisting of protein
complexes and disease genes. This network shows the
presence of an edge if the gene is found in the complex.
Once the whole network is built, we ﬁnd which are the
protein complexes associated with the query disease. The
number of disease associated genes in the complex determines its rank. In order to decide upon the priority of
ranking, if there occurs a scenario where two of the complexes have the same number of disease genes, we can use
the biological criteria of p-value. The p-value of complexes
is obtained using BinGO plugin (Maere et al. 2005) available in Cytoscape. Members of a complex are fed as input to
the BinGO tool, which retrieves the relevant GO annotations
for each entry and proliferate it upwards in the complete GO
tree. It gives the probability of occurrence of a in A test
genes which is enriched with the same functional group
F out of p in P reference set. Complex with the best p-value
is given the highest rank. To describe our ranking approach,
we need the following deﬁnitions.
Deﬁnition 8 Agene gi [ Cj, i.e. jth complex, is said to be
relevant disease gene with respect to a given disease query, if
it can be validated using the database (Rappaport et al. 2013).
Deﬁnition 9 Acomplex Cj is called relevant disease complex with respect to a given disease query if it includes at
least one protein encoded by a disease gene or includes at
least one relevant disease gene (as in Deﬁnition 8).
Algorithm 2 presents the approach followed for ranking.

Algorithm2: ComFiR algorithm steps for ranking complexes for a given disease query
Input: ActualCluster = {C1, C2, …, CN }, (a set of N protein complexes obtained using
Algorithm1); Dg= {g1, g2, …, gm }(a set of genes responsible for the query disease);
pvalue={pvalueC1, pvalueC2, …, pvalueCN} (p-value for each cluster obtained from
ActualCluster).
Output: rank = {rankC1, rankC2, …,rankCN}, (the rank of each disease associated complex.)

Protein complex ﬁnding and ranking
Initialize DGC = NULL, SortedDgComplex=NULL,
rank = 0, Dgcount=0, DgComplex=0, swap=0, r=1, swapdp=0;
foreach gi∈ Dg do
{
foreach Cj∈ActualCluster do
{
//Check if disease gene gi is present in complex Cj
if gi∈ Ci then
{
DGCgi,cj=sgi;
}
}
}
//Calculate number of disease genes in each disease associated cluster
foreach Cj∈ DGC do
{
foreach vi∈ Cj do
{
if vi∈ Dg then
{
Dgcount(x)=vi;
x=x+1;
}
}
DgComplexC = |Dgcount|;
j

}
// Sort the disease associated complexes in decreasing order of the number of disease genes it
contains
foreach Cj ∈ DgComplex do
{
foreach Ck ∈ DgComplex do
{
if DgComplexC <DgComplexCk then
j

{
swap=DgComplexCj;
DgComplexC =DgComplexC ;
j

k

DgComplexCk=swap;
Interchange the complex indices accordingly.
}
}
}
SortedDgComplex=DgComplex;
r=1;
foreach Cj∈ SortedDgComplex do
{
if DgComplexCj=DgComplexCk
{
rankCj=r;
r=r+1;
}
// Get p-value of each complex, Ci in pvalueCi and sort them in decreasing order

foreach Cj ∈ DgComplex do
{
foreach Ck ∈ DgComplex do
{
if pvalueCj > pvalueCk then
{
swapdp=pvalueCj;
pvalueCj=pvalueCk;
pvalueCk=swapdp;
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Interchange the complex indices accordingly.
}
}
}
Sortedpvalcomplexes=pvalue;
foreach Cj ∈ Sortedpvalcomplexes
{
rankCj=r;
r=r+1;
}
SortedDgComplex={SortedDgComplex - Cj};
}
Return rank for each cluster rankCj, where j={1, 2, ..., N }, j ∈DGC.

3. Computational results

3.1

We implemented the ComFiR method in MATLAB running on an HP Z 800 workstation with two 2.4 GHz
Intel(R) Xeon (R) processors and 12 GB RAM, using the
Windows 7 operating system. We carried out the experiment on three datasets: DIP dataset (Salwinski et al.
2004) comprising of 17202 interactions and 4903 proteins, Gavin_2006 (Gavin et al. 2006; Moschopoulos
et al. 2009) consisting of 6531 interactions and 1430
proteins, and a human PPI extracted from HPRD (Prasad
et al. 2009) consisting of 39237 interactions and 9088
proteins. In order to evaluate the quality of predicted
complexes, we used a benchmark complex set available in
literature. For the yeast dataset (DIP and Gavin_2006), we
used MIPS and CYC2008 as the benchmark which consists of 203 and 408 complexes respectively, and for
human PPI dataset, we used a bonaﬁde complex set
available in (Kikugawa et al. 2012; H-InvDB 2012). The
semantic similarity for a given pair of proteins is found
using the DaGO-Fun tool (Mazandu and Mulder 2013).
We used Wang’s semantic similarity (Wang et al. 2007)
for our purpose. Wang’s semantic similarity between two
terms X and Y represented by DAGX =(X, TX,EX) and
DAGY =(Y, TY, EY) is given by

In order to compare our protein complex ﬁnding results with
state-of the-art algorithms such as such as MCODE (Bader
and Hogue 2003), FAG-EC (Li et al. 2008b), FT (Guenoche
2011), TFit (Gambette and Guénoche 2011), OCG (Becker
et al. 2012), QCUT (Ruan and Zhang 2008), ClusterONE
(Nepusz et al. 2012) and GMFTP (Zhang et al. 2014), we
used performance indices such as Sensitivity (Sn), Positive
Predictive Value (PPV) and Accuracy (Acc). These metrics
are broadly discussed in (Brohee and Van Helden 2006).
From our experimental study, it has been observed that for
the range of SsT values (0.4–0.6), our method shows better
performance, especially for SsT=0.4. It is shown in ﬁgure 3,
we see that with increase in the SsT cutoff value, the results
keep on improving. However, as we wanted to make limited
use of known information in our method and we did not
want to suppress the quality of results obtained with 40%
connectivity, we used SsT=0.4 in computing our results.
In order to get a clear picture of these indices, we used a
cross-tabulation matrix. This matrix P is of the order p 9 q,
where p represents the number of predicted complexes and
q represents the number of benchmark complexes. Each
entry Pij in the matrix corresponds to the number of matched
proteins among the benchmark i and predicted complex
j. Now we discuss the performance indices.

SSðX; Y Þ ¼

pT X T Y ðSX ðpÞSY ðpÞÞ

SV ðXÞSV ðY Þ

where SX(p) and SY(p) are S-values
of term p related P
to X and
P
Y respectively, and Sv(X)= p [ TX SX(p) and Sv(Y) = p [ TYSY(p)are semantic values of terms X and Y respectively.
A detail explanation of this semantic similarity measure is
given in section 2 of the supplementary material. This is
justiﬁed by its better performance over all other existing
measures (Wang et al. 2007; Pesquita et al. 2009). The
executable for ComFiR is available at http://agnigarh.tezu.
ernet.in/*dkb/resources.html. The complexity analysis for
our complex ﬁnding and ranking method is given in section 3 of the supplementary material.

Protein complex ﬁnding results

3.1.1 Positive predictive value: The positive predictive
value (PPV) is a measure of how much of the predicted
complex set matches that of the real complex set. It is
computed for every complex set and is deﬁned as
PPVcmplxj ¼ maxqi¼1 PPVi;j ;
P

where PPVi;j ¼ Pi;jj and Pj being the marginal sum of the
jth complex. The overall PPV of a method is the average
of PPVs of all complexes, i.e.
PPV ¼

q
j¼1 Pj PPVcmplxj
q
j¼1 Pj

Protein complex ﬁnding and ranking

PPV gives the odds of a predicted complex to be a benchmark complex. This implies higher the value of PPV the
higher are the chances of the predicted complex set to correspond to known biological functions.
We report the PPV value for some existing methods along
with our proposed method in ﬁgure 7(a).
3.1.2 Sensitivity: Sensitivity gives a measure of how much
of the benchmark complex set is contained in the predicted
set. The sensitivity of a complex Sncmplxj is deﬁned as the
maximum value of sensitivity obtained for complex j over all
p real complexes. Mathematically, it is given as
Sncmplxj ¼ maxpj¼1 Sni;j ;
P

where Sni;j ¼ Ni;ji , with Ni representing the cardinality of
complex i. The overall sensitivity is the weighted average
of the individual ones and is deﬁned as
Sn ¼

p
i¼1 Ni Sncmplxi
p
i¼1 Ni

:

A high sensitivity value on the performance scale indicates
wider coverage of the method in detecting real complexes.
3.1.3 Accuracy: In order to take into account the tradeoff
between the two indices, their geometric mean is computed
as the accuracy (Acc) of the method.
Mathematically,
p
Acc ¼ ðPPVXSnÞ:
We tuned the parameter SsT used in ComFiR in order to
obtain maximum accuracy and report the results at SsT=0.4.

3.2
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Complex ﬁnding results on yeast dataset

We report the PPV and Sn value for some existing methods
along with our proposed method for the DIP dataset in
ﬁgure 4(a) and 4(b) respectively. The accuracy obtained
using ComFiR and other methods for this dataset is shown in
ﬁgure 5.
From ﬁgure 4(a), it can be seen that PPV value obtained
using ComFiR is at the third position. It is beaten by both
MCODE and ClusterONE. However, from ﬁgure 4(b), we
see that Sn value for this dataset is at par with the top performing methods. A signiﬁcant conclusion can be drawn
from ﬁgure 5 which shows that ComFiR emerges as the
winner among the contemporary methods for DIP dataset.
We also validated the performance of our method in case of
Gavin_2006 dataset. The results are reported in section 1 of
the supplementary material.
3.2.1 Performance in terms of Precision and F-measure:
Precision and F-measure are also used to analyse the performance of the method. These indices can be explained
using the formula
EffC
ActualCl
MatchC
Recall ¼
BenchmarkCl
2  Precision  Recall
F  meausre ¼
Precision þ Recall
Precision ¼

where EffC is the number of clusters found by the method,
ActualCl is total number of clusters predicted by the method,
MatchC is the number of complexes that match those in the
benchmark set and BenchmarkCl is the total number of

Figure 4. (a) Positive predictive value and (b) sensitivity of ComFiR and other methods on DIP dataset.
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Figure 5. Accuracy of ComFiR and other methods on DIP dataset.

benchmark complexes. Determining EffC and MatchC
requires analysing the overlapping score between elements
in the predicted cluster set and the benchmark set. This
overlapping threshold has been set up as 0.2 as given in
(Sharma et al. 2015). We have reported Precision and
F-measure of some of the methods against ComFiR over
DIP dataset in ﬁgure 6.
From ﬁgure 6(a), it can be seen that ComFiR is the winner
among all other methods in terms of Precision. In terms of
F-measure, it holds the second position being beaten by
MIPCE only as seen in ﬁgure 6(b).

ﬁgure 7(a) and 7(b) respectively. We could not compare our
method with MIPCE as its results were not available for this
dataset. The accuracy obtained using ComFiR and other
methods is shown in ﬁgure 8.
In ﬁgure 7(a), we see that a large fraction of predicted
complexes match with those of the bona ﬁde complexes
leading to a comparatively higher value of PPV than the rest
of the methods.
In ﬁgure 7(b), we also see that the sensitivity obtained
using ComFiR is far higher than the existing methods. This
shows that a lot of complexes detected through ComFiR
corresponds to those of the benchmark set.
The ﬁnal conclusion is drawn from ﬁgure 8 where a high
value on the accuracy scale makes ComFiR the winner over
the existing methods. This is because it takes into account
both sensitivity and PPV for computing accuracy of the
method. The accuracy of ComFiR is around 55% which is
more than double that of the most promising method discussed in literature till date. The steep rise in accuracy owes
to using a semantic similarity constraint during the cluster
expansion process. Without this constraint, the accuracy
would be around 42% which is lower than that given in a
most recent paper (Bandyopadhyay et al. 2015). Thus, we
went ahead with using this constraint in order to get more
compact and biologically relevant complexes.
The ROC obtained at different thresholds ranging from
0.1 to 0.8 for the HPRD dataset is given in ﬁgure 9.

3.4 Protein complex ranking results for Alzheimer’s
disease
3.3

Complex ﬁnding results on HPRD dataset

We report the PPV and Sn value for some existing methods
along with our proposed method for HPRD dataset in

In order to establish the signiﬁcance of our ComFiR
method, we experimented and analysed results for real
human diseases. We used Alzheimer’s disease (OMIM Id-

Figure 6. Comparison of ComFiR and other methods on DIP dataset in terms of (a) Precision and (b) F-measure at overlapping threshold
of 0.2.
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Figure 7. (a) Positive predictive value and (b) sensitivity of ComFiR and other methods on HPRD dataset.

Figure 9. ROC of ComFiR for HPRD dataset.
Figure 8. Accuracy of ComFiR and other methods on HPRD
dataset.

104300), which is a chronic neurodegenerative disease
affecting between age group 40–60 years. We obtained a
list of 129 genes associated with this disease along with
their relevance scores (Rappaport et al. 2013). We then
used it to ﬁnd which of the protein complexes obtained
from Algorithm 1 are associated with the disease and
ranked them according to the number of disease genes
present along with its p-value using Algorithm 2. We also
tried to ﬁnd few additional genes (not available among
129 genes in GeneCard) from connectivity point of view
which might be associated with the disease. These genes

were members of top ranked complexes and later we
supported our ﬁnding using some other sources of literature. Table 2 lists the top ﬁve complexes associated with
Alzheimer’s disease along with its member proteins. If we
consider the top ranked complex, i.e. complex number
262, which shows two genes, DLST and MPO, as reported
by Rappaport et al. (2013), and another gene, UMPS,
which was reported in Cohen et al. (2010), it was not
recorded among the 129 genes reported in Rappaport
et al. (2013) known to cause the disease. The same is the
case with most of the complexes found by our method.
Only the top ranked complex has two disease genes as its
members, while the other four has only one associated
disease gene, and therefore the ranking is done based on
their p-value. Higher rank is given to the complex with
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Table 2. List of complexes associated with Alzheimer’s disease

Complex No

Complete set

262

DLST,
MPO,UMPS

152

BCL2, BCL2L14,
SPNS1, STX18,
ITM2B, CPT1A,
TP53AIP1

82

TP53, TNNT1,
SHISA5,
DHCR24,
SMYD2
GSK3B, NDC80,
FRAT2
NCOA3, GSK3B,
ESRRB, ATAD2

69
50

Subset of proteins associated with disease
with reference
DLST (Rappaport et al. 2013), MPO
(Rappaport et al. 2013), UMPS (Cohen
et al. 2010)
BCL2 (Cohen et al. 2010), BCL2L14
(Cohen et al. 2010), STX18 (Cohen
et al. 2010), ITM2B (Rappaport et al.
2013), CPT1A (Cohen et al. 2010)

Associated
chromosome
number

Number of disease genes
that are common from the
repository we used during
ranking

p-value

2

6.290E-4

1

7.767E-5

1

9.642E-5

TP53 (Cohen et al. 2010), SHISA5
(Maulik et al. 2013), DHCR24
(Rappaport et al. 2013)

DLST (14),
MPO(17),
UMPS(3)
BCL2 (18),
BCL2L14 (12),
STX18 (4),
ITM2B (13),
CPT1A (11)
TP53 (17),
DHCR24 (1),
SHISA5 (3)

GSK3B (Rappaport et al. 2013)

GSK3B(3)

1

2.4437E-4

NCOA3 (Cohen et al. 2010), GSK3B
(Rappaport et al. 2013), ESRRB (Inoue
et al. 2013), ATAD2 (Muller et al.
2011)

GSK3B(3),
NCOA3 (20),
ESRRB(14),
ATAD2 (8)

1

1.118E-3

the most signiﬁcant p-value. Thus, we could say that
although we used the existing knowledge to get the rank
of the complexes, we could still ﬁnd relevance of some
genes in causing the disease which were not available in
the repository that we considered at the time of ranking.
This can be done for diseases whose information is
already available and can also be extended for unknown
diseases with the help of some domain experts.
Table 2 gives a list of the genes associated with Alzheimer’s Disease along with the chromosome numbers in
which they reside. Studies have shown that the early-onset
Alzheimer’s disease is caused by mutations in genes
present in chromosomes 21, 14 and 1. However, people
who are infected by the disease at a later stage (referred to
as late onset) tend to show causative mutations in chromosome 19 as well (National Institute on Aging 2016).
Studies suggest that chromosomes 11 and 12 are somehow related to familial Alzheimer’s disease (Mayo Clinic
2016).
This has also been evidenced by genes like CPT1A and
BCL2L14 (found in chromosome 11 and 12, respectively)
labeled as relevant genes among the top rated relevant
complexes. A visual representation of the genes identiﬁed in
the top complexes is shown in ﬁgure 10.
In ﬁgure 10, we can see that node DLST and MPO are
isolated, but we have suggested them as members of a complex. This can be supported by the fact that the ﬁgure has been
obtained using GeneMania tool which considers only a few
associations, viz. physical co-expression, predicted, pathway,
co-localization and shared protein domains to construct the
network. However, in our complex ﬁnding method, we also

Figure 10. Genes found in top ﬁve complexes using ComFiR
method on Alzheimer’s disease.

used semantic similarity as an attribute to decide upon the
complex membership. Thus, there is a possibility to get the
two elements in the same complex.

Protein complex ﬁnding and ranking

4. Discussion
In this work, we introduced an effective method for protein
complex detection and ranking, emphasizing its performance
on a human PPI dataset. An application of PPI complex
ranking while responding to a given disease query (i.e.,
Alzheimer’s disease) has also been established. The complex
ﬁnding technique has shown signiﬁcant performance
improvement compared to the other contemporary methods.
Also, the ranking technique can predict complexes with
disease genes effectively and rank them very well. We have
validated both the techniques of ComFiR using benchmark
datasets. We can further strengthen the protein complex
ranking technique so that it is able to prioritize complexes
with greater biological accuracy to help the biomedical scientists in drug design.
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